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When there's no more room in hell, the dead will walk the earth. . .

And law enforcement is ready to take them down!

Since Night of the Living Dead, zombies have been a frightening fixture on the pop culture landscape,
lumbering after hapless humans, slurping up brains and veins and whatever warm, fleshy matter they can
clench in their rotting limbs. But what if they were real? What would happen if, tomorrow, corpses across the
nation began springing up out of their graves and terrorizing the living?

Employing hard science and solid police work--not to mention jaw-dropping (literally!) humor--Zombie CSU
is the only guide you need to make it through alive--not undead. At last you can:

Investigate zombie crime scenes, collecting and analyzing evidence of zombie attacks, and create a●

"murder book."
Examine the psychology of the zombie and develop a perp profile.●

Observe medical science pros as they probe felled zombies for forensic clues.●

Devise a zombie apocalypse survival scorecard and more!●

Complete with lists of must-see zombie flicks from around the globe and tons of tips for kicking undead butt,
Zombie CSU  features hundreds of interviews with real zombie experts, forensics experts, detectives,
filmmakers, and more.

Special guest stars: Tony Todd, Brian Keene, Patricia Tallman, David Wellington, James Gunn, Robert
Kirkman, Dr. Wade Davis, Robert Sacchetto, Zombie Squad, Ramsey Campbell, Kim Paffenroth, Jamie
Russell, Michael "CJ" Kelly, Bruce "Andy" Bohne, and dozens more!

"Fascinating! An indispensable tool for anyone contemplating tackling a festering corpse onslaught." --
Fearzone.com

"Candid, eye-opening, cutting-edge, startling . . . the existence of zombies may not be so far-fetched after
all." --Rue Morgue
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From reader reviews:

Yael Whitehead:

The book Zombie CSU can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Exactly why
must we leave a good thing like a book Zombie CSU? Some of you have a different opinion about
publication. But one aim that book can give many details for us. It is absolutely appropriate. Right now, try
to closer with your book. Knowledge or data that you take for that, you are able to give for each other; you
are able to share all of these. Book Zombie CSU has simple shape nevertheless, you know: it has great and
large function for you. You can search the enormous world by open and read a book. So it is very wonderful.

William Threatt:

Nowadays reading books become more than want or need but also work as a life style. This reading habit
give you lot of advantages. The benefits you got of course the knowledge the rest of the information inside
the book which improve your knowledge and information. The info you get based on what kind of reserve
you read, if you want drive more knowledge just go with schooling books but if you want experience happy
read one using theme for entertaining such as comic or novel. Often the Zombie CSU is kind of reserve
which is giving the reader capricious experience.

Maria Saad:

Reading a book to get new life style in this season; every people loves to learn a book. When you study a
book you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read publications, you can improve your knowledge,
because book has a lot of information onto it. The information that you will get depend on what forms of
book that you have read. In order to get information about your examine, you can read education books, but
if you want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, these us novel, comics, and soon. The Zombie
CSU will give you a new experience in examining a book.

Douglas Quintanar:

Don't be worry should you be afraid that this book will certainly filled the space in your house, you may
have it in e-book method, more simple and reachable. This Zombie CSU can give you a lot of buddies
because by you investigating this one book you have issue that they don't and make an individual more like
an interesting person. This book can be one of a step for you to get success. This guide offer you information
that probably your friend doesn't know, by knowing more than additional make you to be great individuals.
So , why hesitate? We need to have Zombie CSU.
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